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Torino, Casal Monferrato, Milano, Franciacorta, Brescia, Sirmione, Verona, Venice,  

San Pietro di Feletto, Bassano del Grappa, Marostica, Vicenza 
 

 

Day 1. TORINO 

Arrival and hotel accommodation. 

Dinner and overnight.. 

 

Day 2. TORINO / CASAL MONFERRATO     / MILANO 

Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Casal Monferrato, town full of castle towers and vineyards. This is the land where 

are produced the Barbera, Grignolino, Moscato and Asti Spumante. We will visit 2 farms producing; one the Barbera 

wine and the other one the Grappa. 

On the Milan. Dinner and overnight.. 

 

Day 3. MILANO /  LAGO D’ISEO – FRANCIACORTA /  BRESCIA 

After breakfast departure towards east where is the Franciacorta Wine Route, a fascinating path near the Lake Iseo. 

There are six flavour sorts of Franciacorta. Upon the arrival visit to the vineyard, buffet lunch, followed by  

the wine tasting.  The afternoon will be spent for a Cooking Lesson. 

Proceed to Brescia. Dinner and overnight.. 

 

Day 4. BRESCIA / SIRMIONE / VERONA (Soave)   / VENEZIA 

Departure to Lake Garda and visit of Sirmione. Continue to Verona, where we will have a time free for a visit to the 

House of Romeo and Juliet. Later on we will proceed to Soave to visit a celler/farm producing this famous wine. 

Proceed to the area of Venice. 

Dinner and overnight.. 

 

Day 5. VENICE 

Breakfast in hotel. Leisure for resting or personal activities. In 

the afternoon optional city tour. 

Dinner and overnight. 

 

Day 6. VENICE /  San Pietro di Feletto /  BASSANO / 

MAROSTICA /  VICENZA / VENICE 

After breakfast departure towards north, arrival at San Pietro 

di Feletto where we will visit a farm/cellar producing both 

wines, grappas and prosecco. Continue to Bassano and visit to 

the Grappa Museum.  

Later on we will proceed to Marostica, small, but nice town 

famous for the Chess Game with living people which takes 

place in September. Later on continue to Vicenza and time at 

disposal to visit this town rich of Palladian masterpieces. 

Dinner and overnight. 

 

Day 7. VENICE  

After breakfast departure 

 
Ask for Information or Send a Request 
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